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INTRODUCTION

RE-ENGINEERING 
THE PHYSICAL 
LEARNING SPACE

As far back as Aristotle, who said “The fate of 
empires depends on the education of youth”,  
the ability to teach and learn has been a 
fundamental pillar of our society. Yet today  
our education institutions are undergoing the 
greatest change in generations. 

Whether it’s a traditional classroom or lecture 
hall, the physical learning space is changing to 
enable the delivery of effective blended learning. 
For example, rooms will need to be reconfigured 
from traditional set-ups with the introduction of 
new technology, such as cameras and cables for 
recording and streaming of sessions. 

Once the physical positioning of students in the room is 
clear, consideration needs to be given to the audio-visual 
requirements for the newly configured area. The changes in 
the room and the positioning of students will have a knock-
on effect on the types of AV equipment required to teach 
effectively in the new environment. For example, students may 
be closer or further away from the screens and lines of sight 
will likely have changed. 

This can be a challenge for the AV department and there are 
several key areas to consider:

1. Knowledge is key: First understand the needs of the users 
and the content they will need to share and view to accurately 
identify the requirements.

2. Size: Are the existing screens and size of projection images 
in the room still suitable for the new layout?

3. Viewing distances: What are the maximum and minimum 
viewing distances required in the newly configured space? 
With students more spread out; screen resolution,  
contrast and brightness should be considered, along  
with the viewing angles.

There are many ways to solve these challenges. For example, 
replacing Full HD displays with new 4K displays means students 
can sit half as close again to the screen. This could provide 
more comfortable, student viewing space and social distancing, 
without necessarily going to the expense of changing the full 
configuration of the room. 

There are established Standards and online calculators to assist 
in this area. For example, Display Image Size of 2D Content in 
Audiovisual Systems (DISCAS) can help to identify the correct 
specification of technology equipment to suit any educational 
space. It helps to understand the size, resolution, contrast, 
brightness and viewing angles and distances required in any 
given environment. 

Another useful reference document is the Image System 
Contrast Ratio (formerly PISCR). The standard is used to ensure 
good image quality. Initially just for projection, the Projected 
Image System Contrast Ratio has morphed into this new single 
standard that covers all display types and technologies. 

Audio visual specialists, such as Panasonic, have taken these 
concepts one step further and provided online tools to help 
pick the specific device for any circumstances. For example, 
the Panasonic Throw Distance Calculator can help calculate 
the optimum projector type, model and positioning for a 
presentation room. Users can simulate their room dimensions, 
equipment position and other factors such as ambient light. 
Capable of analysing the most precise requirements and 
measurements, the calculator ensures you obtain maximum 
performance from your Panasonic projector.

For many, the implementation and refinement of digital 
learning, as an enhancement to traditional face-to-face 
teaching, was already high on the agenda. It provided the 
opportunity to attract international students and their spending 
power, alongside meeting the desire of Generation Z for 
more flexible learning. However, the pandemic and resultant 
lockdowns across Europe have only accelerated this evolution. 

According to the World Economic Forum, global edtech 
investments reached €15.53 billion in 2019 and the overall 
market for online education is projected to reach €290 billion 
by 2025.Today organisations are having to consider, not only, 
the way they teach but the very nature of their buildings and 
campuses, and the technology they use as they move from  
an entirely face-to-face learning environment to one of  
blended learning. 

Across every facet of Education, technology is playing an 
important role in helping to facilitate that change, from AV  
and computing equipment to the systems providing the clean  
air we breathe.

Panasonic is playing a major role in the evolution of the sector. 
This whitepaper looks at how our technology solutions can help 
to shape the future of education.

TEACHING IN THE NEW WORLD
For many the practical implications of a blended 
learning teaching environment are only just becoming 
clear. Remote learning must be more than “teaching 
by video conferencing”. Having students present in the 
room and viewing online remotely turns the dynamics 
of teaching on its head. It fundamentally changes the 
classroom set-up and the audio visual equipment 
required for teaching effectively. 

This paper examines the challenges being faced by 
educational institutions in adapting to the new world.  
It provides practical advice on addressing the 
challenges and the technology available. It will help 
ensure students can learn effectively whether in the 
room or viewing remotely and that their teachers can 
operate effectively in a blended learning environment.
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€290 BILLION
MARKET FOR ONLINE 

EDUCATION IS PROJECTED TO REACH 

BY 2025



AV EQUIPMENT FOR 
ALL SCENARIOS

Mälardalen University: A Tech Blueprint 
for the Future of Higher Education

As the only manufacturer in the world to offer a 4K 
portfolio that includes displays ranging up to 98”, 
and projectors up to 50,000 lumens, Panasonic can 
advise on the best integrated technology with the 
correct sized display, brightness and contrast. 

Former barriers to education based on location or time have 
been reduced with the rise of online, remote and hybrid learning, 
and have been made possible from constant innovation and 
development in AV technology.

When Mälardalen University (MDH) planned to bring together 
its two existing locations into one purpose-designed super 
campus, its ambition was to create the best place to study  
and work in Sweden. 

In the new facility, the technology in each teaching 
environment has been standardised and equipped for  
a blended learning environment with students present in  
the room and/or attending via Zoom. All AV equipment is 
managed via a control panel connected to the network. 
The IT support team can also monitor the status of the AV 
equipment via the network, meaning they can be proactive 
in identifying and rectifying faults at any of the 2000 plus IP 
connected devices. In total, there are 40 Panasonic projectors 
and 7 remote cameras for lecture capture and live streaming 
installed across the facility.

Panasonic provides seamlessly 
integrated video solutions for 
educational institutions from 4K remote 
controlled PTZ cameras with NDI options 
for lecture capture, IP-based automated 
presenter tracking by movement or 
audio, and cloud-based lecture capture 
systems, alongside professional 
production mixers and switchers and the 
latest projection and display technology. 

The long zoom range of Panasonic  
PTZ cameras ensures easy camera 
placement and high picture quality in 
space of any size, maintaining great 
image quality at low light levels.

Panasonic’s offering is unique in that it 
is a glass-to-glass solution that covers 
from content capture to output via its 
projection and display technology and 
ensures that students receive the highest 
quality content and education possible.
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I believe we have truly delivered  
the best place to study and teach in  

Sweden and that it will continue to help 
us attract the highest calibre national and 

international students and opportunities for 
Government and public sector sponsored 

ground-breaking research.

 Jonas Karlsson,  
IT System Administration Manager,  

Mälardalen University.

Panasonic  
Cameras in action

The University of Kassel in Germany 
has installed Panasonic’s glass-to-
glass education solution that enables 
them to capture, mix, distribute and 
display video for both on-demand and 
remote learning sessions. Panasonic 
PTZ cameras, Auto-Tracking 
Software and projectors are used 
in conjunction with Panopto’s video 
management tool to record, stream 
and store all lectures.

Additional services

We understand that ease of set-up and use is the key to the successful adoption 
of these new technologies and offer a wide range of additional services to 
complement the solutions. This goes beyond the usual product support and 
includes free software tests, free-to-download software, a multi-language 
support desk and a wealth of material to make the AV team’s work easier:

Operation manual database  
in many languages  

Set-up PTZ cameras with ease 
using the free-to-download 
‘EASY IP+’ networking tool

The free ‘PTZ Control Center’ 
enables control of multiple  
PTZs from one central point

The ‘PTZ Virtual USB Driver’ 
free software makes it possible 
to use a remote camera in a 
network as a USB camera

PTZ protocols and CAD files

The “How to” videos cover many 
of the frequently asked questions.

PUTTING VIDEO 
AT THE HEART OF 
EDUCATIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT

https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq93bXp%5ftE4Fma1kN%5fMyWPSDJ%2dge8Q1LEY4cno1xhTR7liQFn1rhTfLNNSbwA01owjJ8%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-a59c5e53cf548f5ee50b7af110feca3e7c051526
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq93bXp%5ftE4Fma1kN%5fMyWPSDJ%2dge8Q1LEY4cno1xhTR7liQFn1rhTfLNNSbwA01owjJ8%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-a59c5e53cf548f5ee50b7af110feca3e7c051526
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrJAIMYNjeHo8MrBuoKAmZ0vNyy8oB5fAvMu%2dRCWF4%2dJtSZWIN0HIg7tjTEEyhkr1hGs%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-ffed7c8e804437577de09a9219625edc6a867597
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrA2fqvydZdq1Q47K7LtcxfK51prn149xJkFoYBUblD%2dccuWnhxNXL%5fWxrvZgKg1hgA8%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-bd4d186e40791c36275e73dc6d6c9053edca8a89
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKqwaryGVbGcclB9kvlRCqtrErcKUM%2dzxCTUdn%5fbugZiDFW4plxlGL5TXyRCo0ocaEkrU%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-2de3fe47be352c54be31a3c678c1e3faf29107b5
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKqwaryGVbGcclB9kvlRCqtrErcKUM%2dzxCTUdn%5fbugZiDFW4plxlGL5TXyRCo0ocaEkrU%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-2de3fe47be352c54be31a3c678c1e3faf29107b5
https://business.panasonic.co.uk/professional-camera/broadcast-and-proav/mixer-controller
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrNNapTf2GBvLZwlycEsrGq4yDSukSScbpxoW%2dVRODqlZ2eReDVOSe0Bvq5hpQ2sX0VU%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-d6189da4ff4f8494be27c28484595dd91f87e88b
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq%5f5srhB7Cn9U7IE6hbzpz71uKkV9L4dMV3rXbFdYBN6erFrtuhT85D24QxzcXk%2dSIJk%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-db9377c483726204f3d064a101a0a11e4f3de976
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq0fgAqFGQ0V6Uy7jcoIxmbdIAtwYVUHtsV6yx%5ffdpRbmDAk48RCt0GglDzdo1BxToTc%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-5d3dead793690201e152b9608f0f902f12e0909e
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq0fgAqFGQ0V6Uy7jcoIxmbdIAtwYVUHtsV6yx%5ffdpRbmDAk48RCt0GglDzdo1BxToTc%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-5d3dead793690201e152b9608f0f902f12e0909e
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq58zlf8TGgjGWISlTQDp8P%2dWW5WO9qAdjZd4n%5fuKYIWxECDcpuBi7YOPhelpPpe7cdg%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-471d5195ad6e67a0e8f15c7c1ccf431b3d59fb06
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrAvFIMTXcCgT6Mu7Pxup8Lmi%5fNipa0Tlb%5foU2vfSRxWMF1Th6Casvjig4F9ih23BoXg%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-6ac17a356d8a45b51088cc336fb6c80fc5748619
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrAvFIMTXcCgT6Mu7Pxup8Lmi%5fNipa0Tlb%5foU2vfSRxWMF1Th6Casvjig4F9ih23BoXg%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-6ac17a356d8a45b51088cc336fb6c80fc5748619
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrLqxFIyQc49JUXo5NSgXHvHgwP0oXBjEB26WsrENLhfZc8o1SXKAkHrDGWxQhNTl1lg%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-8dec321bb2b930686cf1c5ae7f1bdccf04508a99
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKq6qP%5fhInIMf4SBgatzfqIaeSExRpPPDoQUkJOowFsGxP6Esw1Zd3Zct4p7Poua845dQ%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-fa51535bbd20ee9edf49ad0e159719ad617afd3f
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrP9XhJLQiZBZNSwub5oGmRFdnpokIX9w2Y32bvIW7bBzx%5fONr5RDTThn%2dG2Je%5fSeoCE%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-7725a0ac0b9c290e363abe13bd42d91eec6e7c3b
https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fgo.business.panasonic.eu%2fODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAF%2dAEXKrOSqQU4vIF78C6SpheIsnUBhWRxkCmbNh5AeQL1oYx5qXRNhHYk2Cf4fQCs3mh%2dLitI%3d&umid=53654bfa-54f7-4a78-b42e-a01ec05f25c4&auth=e80b13fc0988373d295120c977fa905b266b9161-47f62cfefc4f41190089109f23e00ba12df5110a
https://business.panasonic.co.uk/professional-camera/how-toptz-technical-questions?mkt_tok=ODg0LUNRSS01ODEAAAGA9ienG-gshooR-fx8C8382X2hi2V0CqNuNVjNieqvozoLfkocmQ-7Gf4mlqV6-UMETsPm5Uca8HHgEADC43tsLXHT-hXg07_2qMKg9_OZcNGV2Q


STUDIO CAMERAS 
FOR EDUCATION

THE POWER OF 
ONLINE LEARNING

When it comes to teaching the minds of tomorrow, 
it’s crucial to use the tools of tomorrow. 
Panasonic’s comprehensive range of studio camera 
systems provide options for 4K, 2K, High Frame 
Rate (HFR) and High Dynamic Range (HDR) and 
have been specifically designed to meet the varied 
needs and requirements of live production.

We also have a comprehensive selection of 
products that have been designed to sit within 
existing workflows and offer a level of familiarity 
to the end-user – from camera control units and 
remote operations panels, to viewfinders, and 
build-up units.
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Panasonic studio camera 
solutions in action

The University of Central Lancashire has created a future-proof 
UHD-capable studio for improved teaching using Panasonic 
Professional Camera Systems. The studio upgrade enabled the 
university to move from SD to UHD with the option of HDR, and 
a 12G workflow environment to reduce cable requirements, in a 
six-week project carried out before the new academic year.

.

STUDENTS RETAIN

MORE MATERIAL WHEN

COMPARED  
TO ONLY

IN A CLASSROOM

25-60%

8-10%

LEARNING ONLINE

The pandemic underlined the 
need for education institutions 
to be able to offer online, remote 
learning. In a survey entitled, 
Academic Nation in the New 
Normal, less than 50% of 
professors were able to use 
professional camera systems 
during the pandemic to deliver 
their lessons, with more than two-
thirds also relying on their own 
personal laptop and webcams. 

A recent Panasonic study showed 
that Professors were positive towards 
blended learning solutions. They saw 
great benefits for students in being able 
to access teaching content and learn 
at their own individual speeds with 
74% reporting good experiences when 
integrating different teaching methods.
The main concern for Professors was 
being confronted with video and audio 
recording failures during their lectures, 

56% of those surveyed said they had 
experienced this and 46% believed 
complex administrative preparation is 
required ahead of digital teaching.
For technical employees, “compatibility 
with other systems” and “high reliability 
of the product” were the equal most 
important buying criteria.

Moving forward, a balance of blended 
learning – with online and in-room 
teaching – looks set to become the 
preference, particularly for higher 
education. There is evidence that learning 
online can be more effective in several 
ways. Research shows that on average, 
students retain 25-60% more material 
when learning online compared to only 
8-10% in a classroom. This is mostly 
due to the students being able to learn 
faster online; e-learning requires 40-60% 
less time to learn than in a traditional 
classroom setting because students can 
learn at their own pace, going back and 
re-reading, skipping, or accelerating 
through concepts as they wish.



LECTURE CAPTURE 
SOLUTIONS
Moving forward, lecture capture solutions will be an integral element of any blended 
learning solution. Ideally, they should enable teaching staff to easily record their 
classes or lectures without distracting any students present in the room with metres 
of cable or obstructive hardware. The key elements to consider are:

1. High quality audio and video
The first requirement is for discreetly positioned, professional 
PTZ cameras with a wide range of capture and zoom options, 
as well as Auto Tracking software with voice and movement 
tracking capabilities to automatically follow the presenter. 
This functionality ensures that high quality video and audio  
is produced.

4. Monitoring results and support
Continuous review and improvement will be an important 
factor following the deployment of the system, so identify 
applications that also include built-in, real-time analytics.  
This will provide valuable insights into how students are 
using the content, enabling continuous improvements and 
refinements to be made. 

The system will be the foundation for much of the learning 
value delivered by the institution moving forward, so a 
comprehensive support package as part of the license  
is a final important consideration to ensure the service 
remains available 24/7.

3. How to manage and share content
Once created, the application should enable videos to be easily 
edited and uploaded to a user-friendly video library that stores 
content securely. 

The video editing functionality should allow common editing 
tasks to be undertaken from any web browser, to ensure that 
content can be quickly prepared for use. 

When uploading content, the system should automatically 
convert the existing video files for playback on any popular 
device and operating system and make them highly searchable 
to find any word spoken or shown on screen. This will ensure 
students have a user-friendly and interactive experience, 
encouraging them to use the content more.

To ensure smooth access, look for solutions with open APIs 
that allow them to be easily connected with other essential 
university systems, such as identity providers, learning and 
content management systems.

2. Choice of lecture capture software
Secondly, the choice of lecture capture software is an 
important consideration. Market-leading products, such  
as Panopto, allow recordings to be scheduled ahead of time 
for worry-free lecture capture. The solution should enable 
additional information feeds to be integrated into  
the recording. For example, to capture 4k quality content 
projected onto screens in the room or content shown and 
annotated on multi-touch displays. 

Lastly, it’s important to consider whether the content will only 
be required to view later or if the system also needs to have 
the capability to live stream the lecture as a webcast at the 
time of recording.
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A Professor’s experience in addressing change

Although online learning was being discussed at Dusseldorf 
University of Applied Sciences before the pandemic, there was 
still cultural resistance and the process was moving slowly. 

“I think there was a fear from some University teachers 
that they would somehow be replaced by technology,” said 
Professor Dr Kati Lang, who teaches International Technical 
Sales Management and Industrial Marketing at the university. 
“On the other hand, we believed that students would prefer 
online learning instead of classroom courses but in fact this 
was an over simplification. The vast majority of our students 
like the flexibility of being able to study when they wish, 
including those in full-time, and prefer a blend of digital and 
face-to-face learning.”

Professor Lang concludes that whilst hugely regrettable 
and disruptive, the pandemic has removed many of the 
barriers that were holding back the development of 
blended learning. “There has been a shift in thinking from 
my colleagues and me. A lot of the fear and unknowns 
have been removed. We have seen that although we may 
not create perfect online content at the first attempt, we 
can provide valuable content very quickly. Through trial 
and some error, we will develop the best blend of learning 
for the future.”



MOBILE COMPUTING 
FOR PERSONALISED 
LEARNING
Personal devices facilitate personalised learning. But finding electronic 
devices that can withstand the drops, bumps, knocks and spills 
that are part of being a student can be difficult. The back and forth, 
storage and removal, and constant movement of both one-to-one and 
group-based computing devices is very hard on electronics. Standard, 
non-rugged laptop and tablet computers easily succumb to typical 
classroom abuse, requiring costly repairs and lengthy downtime.

A rugged tablet can also be an excellent classroom management device, allowing 
teachers the freedom to control other classroom technology. The durability and 
reliability of the devices means minimal downtime and an excellent, long-term 
return on investment (ROI). Educators can rest assured that these rugged mobile 
computers and tablets will be more than a match for the rigours of the classroom.

Staying secure in a BYOD world
Higher education IT departments 
don’t typically have the funds to issue 
students, faculty and staff members 
their own, sanctioned smartphone, 
tablet and laptop. Economics often 
dictate that users have to provide their 
own mobile devices. Unfortunately, 
that means that many IT departments 
have to manage and secure a diverse, 
constantly changing pool of mobile 
computing devices.

Panasonic TOUGHBOOK in Education
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK mobile 
computers and tablets are the most 
durable and flexible in the industry. 
Built to withstand bangs, bumps and 
spillages, the TOUGHBOOK range is 
ideal for any education setting.

Panasonic TOUGHBOOK Solutions
Panasonic solution specialists can 
also help design and implement the 
right mobile management solution 
for these needs. From data security 
to comprehensive asset management 
tools, Panasonic can help protect 
an organisation’s infrastructure and 
support end users with flexible mobile 
computing options whether using an 
Android or Windows operating system.
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Panasonic donates equipment 
to help eLearning

Panasonic has partnerships with three major charities in Europe to provide refurbished 
laptops and tablets to socially disadvantaged families. The programme is focused on 
enabling children to have access to the full benefits of eLearning. 

Save the Children in the UK, Apprentis D’Auteuil in France and Die Arche Kinder 
Projekt in Germany are receiving 100 refurbished semi-rugged laptops and 
handheld devices over two years. The equipment can be easily sanitised and shared 
amongst multiple families via a ‘library’ system. The first delivery of devices to the 
charities was worth €50,000.

The programme follows a Panasonic campaign to equip European University 
Professors with Lecture Capture Solutions. Participants of the campaign were asked 
about their experience of delivering virtual lectures during the previous semester 
and a lack of technical equipment on both sides was cited as a major challenge. 

Learn to rely on Panasonic

The Education sector is no doubt facing a time of unprecedented change and 
requirements will continue to evolve as students, teachers and staff adapt 
to the ever-changing environment. However, whether it’s reconfiguring the 
teaching areas, adopting the latest technology solutions or implementing 
blended learning – educators can rely on Panasonic for the technology 
solutions that will help to shape the future of Education.

To find out more about our solutions for education 
click here

https://business.panasonic.co.uk/visual-system/making-multi-source-learning-available-everywhere



